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Sticky and Tense
During vertebrate gastrulation, cells separate into different germ layers.
A recent study investigates and quantifies the roles of cell adhesion
and cortical tension during germ layer formation in zebrafish.
Andrew J. Ewald1
and John B. Wallingford2,*
A key challenge in understanding
embryonic development is integrating
information across vastly different
length and time scales. For example,
a comprehensive understanding of
a morphogen gradient requires
gathering information at the level of
millimeters and hours (what is the
distribution of the morphogen across
the entire embryo? [1]), but also
requires examination at the level of
single molecules and seconds (how
many molecules of morphogen are
inside a particular nucleus? [2]). A
similar challenge faces those seeking
to understand the dramatic cell and
tissue movements that shape
developing embryos.
Perhaps the most charismatic of
tissue movements is gastrulation, by
which the primary germ layers of the
embryo are established and ordered:
endoderm on the inside, ectoderm on
the outside and mesoderm in between.
The earliest embryological studies of
gastrulation defined the gross
movement of tissues, while later
experiments interrogated the cell
behaviors that drive tissue movements
[3,4]. More recently, the goal has
become to identify the molecular
regulators of those cell behaviors [5,6].
An outstanding challenge now is
understanding the biophysical basis of
morphogenesis [7,8].
In a recent paper [9], Krieg and
colleagues in the Heisenberg group
have elegantly combined advanced
biophysical and molecular
embryological approaches to tackle
a classic question: Which cellular
attributes account for the separation of
germ layers during gastrulation? As is
often the case, the answer appears to
be more complex than previously
appreciated. In classic experiments,
Holfreter and colleagues had shown
that in vitro mixtures of different
vertebrate cells would sort out and
spontaneously recapitulatemany of the
tissue arrangements of the embryo
[10,11] ([11] translated in [12]), such that
more cohesive groups of cells tend to
be surrounded by less cohesive
groups. To explain these results,
Malcolm Steinberg suggested that
groups of cells can be thought of as
a fluid with an associated effective
surface tension [3,13–16] (Figure 1). In
the ‘Differential Adhesion Hypothesis’,
Steinberg and colleagues attributed
differences in tissue surface tension to
differences in intercellular adhesion.
Indeed, both quantitative and
qualitative differences in cell adhesion
are sufficient to drive cell sorting, and
aggregates of the more adhesive cell
type are consistently surrounded by
aggregates of less-adhesive
cells [13–15].
However, other physical parameters
of cells might also contribute to tissue
surface tension and thereby affect
cell sorting. More recently, Brodland
proposed the ‘Differential Interfacial
Tension Hypothesis’, which also
explains cell sorting through
differences in surface tension of groups
of cells [17]. However, this hypothesis
attributes the interfacial tension of
a tissue to not only intercellular
adhesion, but also to cell-cortex
tension (Figure 1). This cell-cortex
tension is generated by the cortical
actomyosin network. In their recent
paper, Krieg et al. [9] provide the first
compelling experimental evidence
that cell-cortex tension is a critical
determinant of tissue-surface tension,
and that differences in cell cortex
tension can drive cell sorting.
Krieg et al. [9] begin by revisiting
differential adhesion. They generated
pure populations of ectoderm,
mesoderm and endoderm from
gastrulating zebrafish embryos and
then measured the adhesion between
similar and different cells using an
atomic-force microscope [18]. They
find that homotypic adhesion is highest
among mesoderm cells and lowest
among ectoderm cells, with endoderm
adhering at an intermediate level.
Interestingly, all heterotypic
combinations showed weak adhesiveforces, comparable to homotypic
ectodermal cohesion.
The authors next measured the
cell-cortex tension of cells from the
different germ layers. They again
revealed a clear trend: ectoderm was
found to have the highest cell-cortex
tension, while endoderm had the
lowest. Actomyosin contraction was
found to drive this cell-cortex tension,
as myosin disruption reduced
cell-cortex tension. Interestingly, the
measurements of intercellular
adhesion and cell-cortex tension
predicted opposite outcomes for
sorting: If intercellular adhesion
determined tissue-surface tension,
then ectoderm should envelope
endomesoderm. If cell-cortex tension
is the main determinant of
tissue-surface tension then ectoderm
should be more coherent and should
sort to the inside.
The authors addressed the issue by
generating aggregates of pairwise
combinations of germ layer progenitors
in vitro. Curiously, in these aggregates,
ectodermal cells sorted preferentially
to the inside, surrounded by
endomesoderm. This result suggests
that cell-cortex tension regulates cell
sorting and has a stronger influence
than intercellular adhesion in these
cells. The result also argues that
additional forces must position germ
layers in vivo (see below). Because
actomyosin was required to maintain
cell-cortex tension, the authors
applied the myosin inhibitor
blebbistatin and found that it blocked
cell sorting. Through biophysical
experiments they then showed that,
while blebbistatin did cause
a reduction in cell cortex tension, it
did not affect the strength of
homotypic cell–cell adhesion.
Similarly, dominant-negative Rho
Kinase 2 disrupts myosin activation
and ectoderm cells expressing
dominant-negative Rho Kinase 2
sorted to the outside of normal
ectodermal cells in mixed aggregates.
These data, taken together, suggest
that higher cell-cortex tension drives
sorting of cells to the inside of
aggregates.
The authors then built
a mathematical model to recapitulate
the sorting of germ layer progenitors
based on both intercellular adhesion
and cell cortex tension. These studies
identified a specific, critical role for
differences in cell-cortex tension at
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Figure 1. Surface tension in liquids and cell aggregates.
(A) Classic experiments revealed that different cells, when mixed together in vitro, will separate
from each other and sort out over time [10]. (B) A drop of liquid in a vacuum, experiencing no
external forces, will adopt a perfectly spherical shape, due to surface tension. Surface tension
is a property of a liquid that describes the tendency of the molecules in the liquid to rearrange
so as to minimize the surface energy of the liquid by maximizing the number of energetically
favorable intermolecular interactions (e.g. hydrogen bonds between water molecules). The un-
derlying basis of surface tension is the net energetic difference between a molecule being lo-
cated in the bulk solution surrounded by other like molecules (lots of energetically favorable
interactions; Position 1), and being located at the liquid-vacuum interface (fewer energetically
favorable interactions; Position 2). For a fuller discussion see [16]. (C) ‘Surface tension’ is de-
fined for a liquid in a vacuum. When the liquid is in contact with another liquid or a solid, the
correct term is ‘interfacial tension’. In biological studies, these terms are sometimes used in-
terchangeably. (D) Tissues can be considered as being like a liquid, with an effective surface
tension. Similarly, the tissue minimizes its surface energy by rearranging its constituent cells to
maximize energetically favorable intercellular interactions (e.g. cadherin–cadherin interactions
between cells) and minimize energetically unfavorable interactions (e.g. excess cell-cortex
tension). The underlying basis of tissue surface tension is the net energetic difference between
a cell being located in the bulk tissue surrounded by other like cells (Position 1), and being lo-
cated at the tissue-medium interface (Position 2). It is known experimentally that cells which
form aggregates with higher measured surface tension will sort to the inside when mixed
with cells that form lower surface tension aggregates [13]. (E–F) The outstanding question is
which properties of individual cells determine the effective surface tension of an aggregate
of those cells. The Differential Adhesion Hypothesis proposed that differences in intercellular
adhesion explain differences in tissue-surface tension. These differences can be quantitative
(E) or qualitative (F) and both types have been shown to be capable of driving cell sorting.
(G and G0) Differences in tissue surface tension could also be determined by differences in
cell-cortex tension due to contractile actomyosin networks. Krieg et al. [9] show that differen-
ces in cell cortex tension can regulate cell sorting in mixed cell aggregates. Both experimen-
tally and computationally they show that these differences in cell-cortex tension are equalized
at cell–cell boundaries and therefore only affect cell sorting at the cell–medium boundary.the cell–medium boundary, as their
experimental data suggest that
cell-cortex tension equalizes at
cell–cell borders (Figure 1). These
in silico simulations nicely
recapitulated their in vitro results
and deepened their understanding
of the specific role of cell-cortex
tension in cell sorting. However, in
both of these experimental contexts,
ectoderm sorts to the inside of
aggregates. Naturally, in an embryo,
ectoderm ends up superficial to the
endomesoderm.
To study the disparity between the
aggregate data and the known in vivo
situation, the authors injected labeled
clones of ectoderm, mesoderm and
endoderm cells inside experimentally
manipulated zebrafish embryos
consisting of progenitors of only
a single germ layer. In contradiction
to their in vitro aggregates and their
in silico results, ectoderm cells sorted
superficially to both mesodermal and
endodermal cells in these in vivo
experiments. This result highlights the
fact that, in an embryo, morphogenesis
involves cell sorting, directed cell
migrations and the influence of
extraembryonic tissues, such as the
enveloping layer in zebrafish. When
the authors then added the influence
of the enveloping layer to their
mathematical model, they found that
ectoderm cells now sorted correctly
in silico.
In sum, this paper [9] nicely
integrates biophysical characterization
of cells with in silico, in vitro, and in vivo
analyses of morphogenesis. The work
reveals a key role for cell-cortex tension
in regulating germ layer progenitor
separation. Most importantly, the
paper illustrates the modularity of
morphogenetic engines: Cell sorting
driven by cell-cortex tension helps like
cells to sort from unlike cells. However,
proper ordering within the embryo is
strongly influenced by additional
factors, such as boundary effects
imposed by extraembryonic tissues
and by the external environment. By
extension, the role of surface
tension-based cell sorting must now
be conceptually integrated with the
actively directed cell and tissue
migrations that are known to occur
during gastrulation [6,19,20]. Finally, as
has been the case for directed cell
behaviors, it will now be essential to
understand the genetic control of
surface tension and other biophysical
properties.
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DOI: 10.1016/j.cub.2008.06.016GA-responsive genes [5]. Notably, 26S
proteasome-mediated degradation of
transcriptional repressors is emerging
as a paradigm for hormonal signalling.
Signalling by other plant hormones,
such as indole-3-acetic acid (IAA)
and JA, also makes use of the 26S
proteasome system through hormone-
dependent proteolysis of DNA-binding
proteins [6]. While GA has traditionally
been associated with processes such
as cell expansion, dormancy breaking
in seeds and flowering, other
phytohormones can also influence
vegetative growth by modulation of
DELLA levels. For example, ET
delays flowering through a reduction
in bioactive GA, resulting in the
accumulation of DELLAs that repress
the floral regulatory genes, LFY and
SOC1 [7]. It is becoming increasingly
evident that DELLAs act as a potential
node that integrates stress and
growth responses.
The papers by Achard et al. [3] and
Navarro et al. [4] extend previous work
that revealed a role for DELLAs in salt
tolerance by now showing that these
proteins differentially affect responses
to biotrophic and necrotrophic
pathogens and the balance between
production and scavenging of reactive
oxygen species (ROS). Previously,
these groups showed that DELLAs are
involved in restraining growth and
promoting survival during exposure
